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If you work at all with Internet-facing solutions, you know that the lack of an identity metasystem is a critical vulnerability in the design. Various consortiums have worked to define a system of identity--a platform-agnostic way of communicating and validating claims of identity. If you work with identity solutions or structures, you will find Beginning Information Cards and CardSpace: From Novice to Professional essential to understanding and successfully implementing CardSpace solutions.
Topics range from fundamental discussion of identity--including identity concepts, laws of identity, and the identity metasystem--to comprehensive coverage of Windows CardSpace. You'll learn what CardSpace is all about, where you can and should use it, and how you would implement it. Additionally, multiple case studies showcase different scenarios where the technology is employed.

	You'll learn the technology from someone who's done real implementations with major customers.
	Author Marc Mercurri works directly with the Windows CardSpace product group.
	High-quality demos with universal themes are applicable to your own work.


About the Author

Marc Mercuri is currently employed at Microsoft Corporation, where he is an architect on the DPE Platform Incubation team. His prior role was as a member of the Windows Server Evangelism team, where he worked with Global Fortune 500 customers interested in the early adoption of Windows Communication Foundation, Windows Workflow Foundation, and Windows CardSpace.

Marc has been actively working in the industry for the past 15 years, with a focus on data and systems integration projects in Europe, Latin America, and the United States. He has served as an architect and in lead roles in both the enterprise and ISV spaces, spanning financial services, the public sector, publishing, hospitality, and retail verticals. Over the course of his career, he has worked on projects that integrated the majority of operating systems (Windows,Unix, Linux, Qnix, DOS, IBM OS/390) and databases (SQL, DB2, Oracle, Sybase, Sybase ASA).

Marc has spoken at numerous conferences and is the coauthor of the books Windows Communication Foundation: Hands On! and Windows Communication Foundation Unleashed!He has published numerous magazine articles on web services and mobile application development.

He is also the author of two popular blogs, http://www.marcmercuri.com and http:// www.mashupguy.com.
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How to Get a PhD - 4th edition (Study Skills)Open University Press, 2005

	This is a handbook for Ph.D. students, providing a practical, realistic understanding of the processes of doing research for a doctorate.


	New to this edition: a section on increasingly popular professional doctorates such as Ed.D., D.B.A., and D.Eng; material for supervisors of overseas, part-time, and mature students; and a...
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The Lean Mindset: Ask the Right QuestionsAddison Wesley, 2013

	What company doesn’t want energized workers, delighted customers, genuine efficiency, and breakthrough innovation?  The Lean Mindset  shows how lean companies really work–and how a lean mindset is the key to creating stunning products and delivering amazing services.


	Through...
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Inside SharePoint 2007 AdministrationCharles River, 2008

	If you?re an IT professional tasked with launching and administering SharePoint to your organization, Inside SharePoint 2007 Administration is the only book you?ll need. You?ll find all of the information necessary to administer SharePoint -- everything from detailed real-world installation instructions and proper backup procedures to...
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Civilizations: Culture, Ambition, and the Transformation of NatureFree Press, 2001

	In Civilizations, Felipe Fernández-Armesto once again proves himself a brilliantly original historian, capable of large-minded and comprehensive works; here he redefines the subject that has fascinated historians from Thucydides to Gibbon to Spengler to Fernand Braudel: the nature of civilization.


	To...
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Augmenting Customer Experience with SharePoint Online: Building Portals and Practices to Improve UsabilityApress, 2019

	
		Build, enrich, and transform customer experience using SharePoint Online. This book will discuss different SharePoint Online approaches that you can use to enhance customer experience, including digital portals, enterprise content management, Microsoft Teams and much more.

	
		Augmenting Customer Experience with...
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Security and Quality of Service in Ad Hoc Wireless NetworksCambridge University Press, 2008
Ensuring secure transmission and good quality of service (QoS) in ad hoc wireless networks are key commercial concerns. Focusing on practical potential solutions, this text covers security and QoS in these networks. Starting with a review of the basic principles of ad hoc wireless networking, coverage progresses to vulnerabilities, and the...
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